
What You Need:

Some Questions:
1 .  What did you notice?
2.  What do you think is going on?
3.  What other things could you
     investigate and think about?

!A sheet of brown wrapping paper about 30 cm by 40 cm, or a sheet of A3 paper,
or the centre-fold pages from a newspaper.

TIP: If you use newspaper, make sure that you start off with at least a double layer (two sheets thick).

1 & 2 : Fold your rectangular sheet of paper in half along the long edge and then in half again the other way,
bringing edge AB up to and in line with edge CD

(dotted lines show where the folds should appear)

3  : Unfold and flatten out the sheet completely.
4 : Fold in each of the four corners.

5 : Fold edge EF down to
line up with edge GH 6  : Fold corners I and K down, so that

edge IJ lines up with fold JL and
edge JK lines up with fold JL

7  : Turn your folded paper over to face the other way up TO FINISH, fold corner M
over to meet corner N

8  :  Grip the corners K and I very firmly between the thumb and pointing finger
of one hand. Hold the banger up above your head, bending your arm back at the
elbow and bending your hand back at the wrist. Hold the banger up pointing
forwards, as shown in figure 8 .  As fast and as hard as you can, swing both your
arm and your hand forwards and downwards at the same time.
The flap JPM should pop out
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As you swing the paper banger downwards, a flap pops out and you hear a loud CRACK or BANG! 

 
 
 
 
 
As you swing the paper banger downwards through the air, the motion of the banger causes 
some air to push up in between the flap labelled OPM (in the previous pictures), and the two 
triangular pieces IMO and KMO. This builds up the pressure of air inside, and this increased air 
pressure pushes out the flap OPM.  
 
You will notice that the flap is actually made up of two layers of paper. Sometimes the air 
collects in between these two layers instead. When this happens, the increased air pressure 
pushes out only the outer sheet. 
 
When the flap pops out, it quickly squashes, or compresses, the air immediately next to it 
outside. This causes a compression wave to move through the air, which you hear as a 'crack' or 
'bang' when it finally strikes your ear drum, causing your ear-drum to move in and out quickly. 
 
I also learned that the flap can move and snap outward even faster than the speed of sound in air 
- just like the end of a 'cracking' whip - especially on the larger paper bangers! When something 
travels even faster than the speed of sound through air, it creates a ‘shock wave’ through the 
air, which makes a ’BOOMING!” sound, called a ‘sonic boom’. We hear this as more of a 'cracking' 
sound on smaller objects like the end of a moving whip. So some of the crack or bang you hear 
may be due to this sonic boom effect as well, especially on the large paper bangers. 

IN BRIEF: Swinging the banger scoops air up inside the folded flap making it 
pop out and forward. This flap pushes against the air outside creating a 
squashed sound wave, causing the ‘BANG!’ you hear as it hits your ear-drum. 

SO WHAT’S GOING ON? 
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Predict the following before you try, based on what you understand about the experiment. What happens 
when you: 
x Swing your arm and hand faster or slower? 
x Make the banger from thicker or thinner paper? 
x Make the banger from smaller (e.g. A4) or larger (e.g. A2) sheets of paper? 
x Make the banger from other ‘foldable’ sheet-materials, such as from metal cooking foil, thin card or thin 

plastic? 

SOME QUESTIONS TO THINK ABOUT 

WHAT HAPPENS 


